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About This Game

Susan is back again in the middle of problems of epic proportions deep in the Lost Lands. Weather cataclysm, mythical
creatures, ancient legends - these and more stands before the main hero of the Lost Lands.

"Lost Lands: Ice Spell" is a fantasy-world adventure game with lots of hidden-objects, mini-games and puzzles to solve.

The cold has come to the Lost Lands in the middle of the summer. Folk are hiding inside, trying to warm their homes. All the
living is frozen, all the flowers are gone, the crops are dead and the birds are running for their lives. Old people say: "The spirit

of the Frozen Mountains has awoken..."
But nobody expects the reason be dug deep in the ancient history of the Lost Lands, when the world was young. And yet an

ancient force was awaken by the common from our world.
Wizard Maaron has called upon the only link between both worlds - Susan.

Explore over 50 stunning locations
Complete over 40 fun and challenging mini-games

Challenge yourself with interactive hidden object scenes and original puzzles
Assemble collections, gather morphing objects, and gain achievements
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Tedious, overall easy but incredibly drawn out, and censored. Might be a patch for that, I dont know, don't care. Low variety,
boring scenes, and god if there are more scenes im not farming 1000 more luxury melons to find them. Couldn't get a dog in
heat to hump it; 0\/10 absolutely flaccid.

Thanks for translating it though, always appreciated. Do not buy this expecting a game in the common sense of the word. It
is interactive fiction. The author obviously knows quite a bit about Arthurian legend and pre-Medieval Europe, and
they have used this knowledge to weave a well-written narrative with compelling characters. If you enjoy reading and
fantasy fiction, I highly recommend this. People looking for visceral and visual action should look elsewhere.. Hi there!

I cannot recommend this game. Basically it's idea of shifting mechanic is unique, new and entertaining for me but..I
put all the pro's and con's in comparison, so you see, it's not so a good idea to buy\/ play it.

Pro:

- decent, perhaps good graphics, even by todays standards
- good, moody music
- unique basic gameplay of 'shifting'
- upgrade system
- achievements to, uhm, achieve
- trading cards
- 2 different perspectives in the campaign (Aliens and good space cowboy)
- it's a game

CONTRA:

- graphical bugs, cannot set detail level higher then 'high', else massive texture bugs\/ flickering (used newest drivers on
Radeon 290x and else components)
- in some levels there are massive framedrops and strong stuttering for no reason, so game gets nearly unplayable (I got
a 2500K @ 4,5 Ghz, 16 GB of Ram, a Radeon 290X, and so on, kind of overpowered for this one :-)
- super stupid and silly 'story'
- senseless, buggy, weird and ultra simple upgrade mechanic
- no leaderbords, no score mechanic, really nothing and never ever a drop of a replay value
- all the time same enemies, all the time the same attack patterns
- no real skill needed, learning perfectly the attacking patterns you will win!
- not many levels, so no general long playtime
- annoyingly small field in which you can move your space ship flying saucer kind-o-thing
- no multiplayer
- no secrets, no surprise, no thrill

So don't get me too wrong- the dev put kind of some real effort in this game. If your are willing to see something
different in the shmup sector- give it a try.

But if you're looking for a good, polished shmup with replay value, this is definitley not yours.
Really sad, with more polishing, better and even more real content it had been gone to 'good', maybe to 'great'.

Thanks for reading. Leave a Comment if I forget something you want to discuss. You're all welcome!
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HolyMoly1984. If there is a better game on steam for under 3 bucks I have yet to play it. Simply awesome.. Awesome.
Finished single player campaign. Great story, great voice acting and great visual/audio presentation, especially for the
time. Well worth every penny.. Awesome gamel! Fluid mechanics and a lot of fun to play in co-op!
I really liked the inventory system and skill levels.
Highly recommend!. I played the DMC3 5-6 years ago on my old ps2, and since then I have been wanting to play this
DMC4. Now that I have a good pc, I bought the game and just finished it.

This game didn't dissapoint me at all. The gameplay was better than DMC4, much better grafic ofcource, and also a
great story following in the game. One of the best game series I have played so far.. Funniest game ever, i loved it. I
enjoyed this hour worth the 0.50 :). Story of my life. honestley with what I've played currently the first three are almost
IMPOSSIBLE to figure out what to do in. it says I have 1.3 hours on record but i spent a firm four hours trying to
figure them out in offline mode without internet at that moment. from what I played of four the instructions are
competent on the manual but I'm keen to play the rest
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Its a nice game, worth a dollar!. Planets Under Attack is a real-time strategy game.

The gameplay mechanic of Planets Under Attack are simple and not very deep, but it's good, not too easy and need some time to
master. You start with a planet, build up fleets and then set out to conquer neutral or\/and enemy planets. But you have to make
the right decision which planet to attack first and use tactics. The first level of the game could be easy, but when you play
deeper into the game, there's when the fun begin.

The graphics of Planets Under Attack is cartoon, but that doesn't make the game a children game. The UI is good and well
designed.

Planets Under Attack is another good and fun game. I recommend this.

Rating 8\/10. I definitely recommened this pack. It gives you a whole hub world to play around on and theres a good a roster of
characters to unlock to like Mr Good and Evil and Dr Fly, Just to name a few. Theres also some really cool and spooky vehicles
like the ghost train. Apart from the vehicles and characters, theres also some fun quests in the mix. I'd definitely recommened
this pack for people who also bought the Classic Space too. Lots of fun content!. Don't trust people who played the game for 1-2
hours and think they know everything.. WOW Talk about misleading. The vidoes are of the game being worked on. This is not
that game. This is the mobile game ported to PC. The rewrite will be whole new game but free for PC. New game for mobile.

Time is real time so if it's 2300 and you want to fish then you fish at 2300 game time. The game runs in real time, 1 game hour
equal 1 real life hour. Want to fish at 0600 drag your butt out of bed at 0600 and go fishing. No thanks I do that in RL. On a PC
I want to tell the game what time I want to start, having it set to your computer time does not work for me. There is only a key
map for help. Good luck, looks fun and I am sure if you invested several hours into guides and videos to figure it out it may be
fun.

Refunded sadly but thumbs down.
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